MORMUGAO PORT TRUST
MARINE DEPARTMENT

Ref. No.: DC/S(21)/2018/01
Date: 25th Jan, 2018

HARBOUR NOTICE NO.01 (TEMP) 2018

Sub: Status of Navigational Channel Buoys and Lights

All lights of deep water channel marking buoys and light house/beacon working satisfactorily expect for the following,

i) Buoy No.4 is Un-lit

ii) Buoy No.10 (D) has been removed to facilitate removal of wreck.

All concerned to take extreme caution while passing through the area.

HARBOUR MASTER

To,

1) The Chief Hydrographer, National Hydrophic Office,
2) All Shipping Agents.
3) The President, Mormugao Fishing Trawlers/Vessels Association
4) The President, Mormugao Barge Owners Association
5) The President, Mormugao Passenger Launches Owners Association
6) Fisheries Survey of India, Alto Jetty, Near Police Station, Bogda, Mormugao

C.c. to: Communication office : Please advise signaler - cum RTO to inform the above message to all the ships calling at this port and proper entries should be made in the shipping log book.

C.c. to: Chairman's table
C.c. to: Dy. Chairman's table
C.c. to: Adviser (POID)
C.c. to: DC/Director(P&MS)/FA&CAO/Commander CISF/CE/CME/TM/Secretary/CMO
C.c. to: All Pilots/Pilot room/MS/CO(PR)/SE(M)/SO(M)
C.c. to: Signal Station